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A Thank You in Green
Supplies
Thoughtful Moments Hybrid
Embossing Folder
Basic White Card Stock
Shaded Spruce Card Stock
Sunny Day Designer Series Paper
Shaded Spruce Stampin Write
Markers
Pool Party Stampin Write Markers
Shaded Spruce Stampin Pad
2" Circle Punch
2-3/8" Circle Punch
Tinsel Gems Three Pack
White Bakers Twine
Stampin Dimensionals

Directions
Cut a card base out of the Basic White card stock 14.85cm x 21cm (5-1/2 x
8-1/2") Score a center line at 10.5cm (4-1/4).  Fold and burnish.

Using the Shaded Spruce card stock cut a layer 14.3cm x 10cm (5-1/4" X
4") and glue to the front of the card leaving an equal border of white
showing all the way around.

Cut the next the next card layer out of one of the Sunny Day Designer
Series Papers 13.7cm x 9.5cm (5" x 3-3/4").  Glue this layer on top of the
Shaded Spruce layer, again leaving an equal border of Lost Lagoon
showing all the way around.

Next cut a different piece of the Sunny Day Designer Series Paper to
4.5cm x 12cm (1-3/4"x 4").
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To layer the Designer Series Paper cut a mat out of the Shaded Spruce
card stock 5cm x 12.5cm (2" x 4-1/4"). Glue the Designer Paper to the mat
leaving an equal border.  

For the square piece, cut a square of a different pattern from the Sunny
Day Designer Series Paper to 6.3cm x 6.3cm (2-1/2" x 2-1/2").  

Cut a square of a different pattern from the Sunny Day Designer Series
Paper 6.8cm x 6.8cm (2-5/8" x 2-5/8").

Next glue the patterned square onto a mat of Shaded Spruce card stock,
cut to 7.3cm x 7.3cm (2-7/8" x 2-7/8").  

Mount the two pannels onto the front of the card using multi purpose
liquid glue,  Use the picture as a reference.  

Cut a 2-3/8" circle 2-3/8" out of the Shaded Spruce Card Stock.  Cut a 2"  
circle out of Basic White card stock.  Glue the white circle to the center of
the Shaded Spruce circle.  Mount onto the front of the card using the
picture as a refrence.

On a piece of scrap Basic White card stock
scribble color a section with the Shaded
Spruce Stampin Write marker, next color a
section above the green with the Pool Party
Stampin Write marker.  See photo for
reference.

Ink up the Thoughtful Moments embossing
folder using a brayer and the Shaded Spruce
ink.  *Only ink the left side of the folder.

Fit the cutting die onto the folder and place your colored scrap face down
over the words Thank You.  Run through the Cut & Emboss Machine.  Be
sure the folded edge of the embossing folder enters the machine first to
avoid damaging the folder.
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Remove the cut out greeting and immediately clean the folder and die
plate using a damp shammy.

Place Stampin Dimensionals on the back of the greeting and place in the
circle. 

With the white bakers twine tie a double loup bow and place beside the
Thank You uisng a glue dot.

Finally affix three of the large Lost Lagoon Sparkle Gems onto the right
side of the vertical rectangle to add interest. 
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